INTRODUCTION
Walkerville Primary School plans for improvement in a way that builds upon strengths and actions identified priorities.

The DECD Improvement and Accountability Framework outlines the principles of improvement and effectiveness that are embedded in the school’s Site Improvement Plan.

OUR VISION
‘Achieving personal excellence in a team environment’ is the articulated vision shared by the school community and is achieved through the provision of a …

- safe and supportive learning environment
- diverse and challenging curriculum,
with an emphasis on fostering
- self-directed learners who love to learn.

OUR VALUES
The school community models the values of

- CARE, to provide a safe, supportive and friendly learning environment,
- COOPERATION, to establish an effective partnership amongst students, staff & parents,
- COMMITMENT, to create stimulating learning experiences that challenge students to reach their potential and to strive for excellence.

OUR CONTEXT
Walkerville Primary School caters for an increasingly diverse enrolment of over 630 students from reception to year 7, characterised by strong levels of student achievement. Our challenge is to enable students to become enduring and successful learners, leaders and global citizens.

OUR COMMITMENT
The commitment to developing pedagogy and achieving higher level students outcomes will result in engaged students who have developed 21st Century learning skills. Strategically approaching Early Years issues will strengthen resilience for the later years also.
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